
A GUIDE TO GOREGISTA
Get your business involved,

get everyone interested.

Business case
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GoRegista  connects businesses 
with interested people.

GoRegista  connects people with 
their interests.
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2.1

GoRegista offers an instantaneous solution for businesses wishing to build their information 
networks, and their customer base. It’s a simple platform encompassing both app (customer) 
and web (business) that allows organizations and individuals alike to distribute information, 
promote services and offers, and gauge the subsequent consumer interest. It’s the perfect 
opportunity to reach a targeted and motivated customer base while collecting data about 
their habits and their purchase/participation preferences.
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2.2

The app is location based, so Regista (listing) creators can cast a net over a highly specified 
target audience. Then, motivated app users in the desired area can express their interest, 
seamlessly putting customers and businesses in touch, while eliminating the need for users to 
visit websites or call phone numbers for information. 
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4.1

Regista creators simply:

Create :
Establish your Regista listing via the console  - it could be an event, offer, service or promotion 

– and provide the basic details. Users or attendees will be able to view your Regista in-app
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4.2

Cast your net :
Rather than simply bombarding a disinterested mass audience through expensive media 

channels, GoRegista provides businesses with a Sniper Media channel. GoRegista coordinators 
can cast a net of any size around any area, in order to interact with a highly specified target 
market: anywhere in the world, in an area of any size. Users within the desired area can then 

Regista their interest and get involved.
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4.3

Communicate :
Regista listers can use traditional channels to advertise, in conjunction with the GoRegista logo 

and a selected descriptive hashtag (#) of their choice. 

Users who are interested, but who cannot remember the hashtag can also browse the app for 
interests, as organised via selected categories.
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4.4

Confirm :
Once an app user Regista’s their interest in an event, offer or promotion, an email can be sent 
to them by GoRegista outlining what steps they need to take to complete the registration, so 

they can go from being interested to being involved. 

The business does not get any customer details until the email is acted upon by the customer.
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5.1

The wide reach of GoRegista
GoRegista can be effectively utilised by a range of institutions and users, including: 
Businesses, both small and large; Schools and Educational Facilities; Not-for-Profits; Radio 
Stations (running competitions); Government; anyone wanting to create a Regista and drum 
up interest.

Regista for fun
Any person or business can create a Regista for free and take full advantage of the GoRegista 
system. In most cases,  business listings using a geographical radius of under 100km are 
provided entirely free. Chances are, that’s perfect for you. 

Also note the option for including a unique code for those expressing interest in your Regista.  
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5.2

GOREGISTA / BUSINESS CASE

GoRegista for business
Businesses can reward Regista’d consumers with special offers or premium treatments as 
part of establishing consumer loyalty programs. For example, Holden could Regista for 
people to test drive a newly released model, and if Regista’d drivers purchase within 30 days, 
they then receive vehicle upgrades or price point offers. Local dealerships cast a local net, 
while Holden casts a net around Australia.
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0409 526 379

gary@regista.com.au

www.goregista.com.au

Gary Tayler CEO

Interested?
Contact Gary Tayler, CEO, GoRegista
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